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1. BUSINESS OVERVIEW OF ROOTER

Rooter
Rooter is a live gaming streaming platform similar to twitch. Its focus is on content creators in India and in
Indian Vernacular languages, who are not able to find enough support or discoverability on global
platforms like Twitch and Youtube

User base and Metrics
Rooter has 8.5 Million MAU as of Aug 2021 and DAU of 811k. The app is close to 20m downloads. It has
80k livestreams per day and a total of 2m hours of content have been streamed on Rooter so far.
Majority of the user base is in tier 2 and tier 3 cities, with share of content in regional vernacular
languages being greater than English.

Revenue Model
Rooter is a platform and takes a portion of the monetisation of content created by the content creators,
similar to Youtube and Twitch. Main monetization methods

● Performance Marketing : increasing customer acquisition for apps that are advertising on the
rooter platform.

● Monetization viewer base : "Gifts" of emotes, diamonds, coins etc made by the
followers/viewers during a stream. These diamonds emotes etc are purchased in the app through
real money, or earned through high levels of engagement with the app.

● Sponsorships and Esports Events

The Growth Flywheel of Rooter
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Main Insight from above flywheel
● More Viewers provide creators an Incentive to make more content on rooter
● More Content on rooter attracts more viewers
● Larger user base = more monetization opportunity
● Therefore, the creator and viewer loop within the flywheel is actually the engine and the lynchpin

for growth.
● For further growth, “Creator” and “Viewer” acquisition and retention should be top priorities.

2. MOTIVATIONS OF CREATORS AND VIEWERS FOR USING ROOTER OVER OTHER PLATFORMS

The following chart attempts to analyse the Motivations and Expectations for Creators and Viewers to
use Rooter or any other streaming platform. The platform that excels in these areas will win.

Creators basically have a strong motivation to be where the audience is. And as a corollary the audience
goes where the creators are.

3. FEW BASIC POINTS ON USER BEHAVIOUR AROUND STREAMING (SINCE IT IS A RELATIVELY
NEW ENTERTAINMENT CATEGORY)

● Personal Connect with the Streamer
Streaming as an entertainment category is different from Youtube and Tiktok etc where a user
goes for the content. Streaming on the other hand is often a live experience and viewers often
feel a personal connect with their favourite streamers. This Is further validated by the fact that a
significant portion of the revenue for the streamers comes from donations, superchats (YT) etc
from viewers.
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● Viewers watch top streamers for tips on improvement
Esports are getting really competitive, and the best way to improve is often to watch the plays of
the top players in the game. This learning experience is a big value add for viewers.

● Stream categories
Gaming is the biggest by far, but there are other categories as well especially in developed
markets.
Within gaming, the space is dominated by First Person Shooters (FPS), with smaller viewerships
of Real time strategy (RTSs) and Role Playing Games (RPGs)

● Fairly narrow user demographic
Streamers and viewers are mostly between 16 to 30 years of age, with the 18 to 24 being the
biggest chunk within that.
With these user behaviours in mind we can look at product opportunities that exist for both sides
of the rooter ecosystem.

4. METRICS
The major recurring theme of the product ideas laid out below are towards improving the retention and
usage on both creator side and viewer side.

As such the following metrics provide a general sense of what can and should be tracked for these
initiatives.

● Downloads, Installs
● CTR
● DAU/ MAU
● N day retention rates,
● Number of sessions per day, avg session duration
● Content Uploaded per week By creators
● Number of streams with less than 5 viewers.

5. SOLUTIONS
The following Product Solutions are focused on both the creator and the viewer sides of the ecosystem

5.1. MORE DETAILED PROFILE PAGE OPTIONS FOR THE CREATORS

What is it?
A section on the profile page of the creators, which allows them to write a lot more details about
themselves.

Why build this?
Streaming is different from other types of content creation like youtube videos and Tiktok. While In
youtube and tiktok, the focus is on the content, a streaming experience is focused on the streamer. It is
like playing a video game with a friend. People are quite interested in knowing who the streamer is.

Streams are live, they aren’t always bursting with activity when you join. There is no way for a new
viewer to know if a particular streamer is going to be worth his time or not

That’s why it is really beneficial to give more information about a streamer to a potential viewer so they
can make up their mind about following or not following a particular streamer.
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Currently the Screen is very basic. It just offers a two line Bio, a tab for videos, and one for Photos.

5.2. AUTOMATED 30-60 SECOND HIGHLIGHTS FROM STREAMS

What is it
An ML based solution to pick out 30- 60 second clips from hours long clips of streamers. This can be
built by analysing sections of the stream with the greatest viewer engagement.

Viewers generally react with emotes and messages in chat during high intensity moments of the stream.
The Creator can be given options to change the automatic picks given by the software.

Why Build this?
As mentioned earlier, having more creators is vital to the ecosystem. Streaming is a very time intensive
activity, streams are often hours long. Contrary to western markets, streaming is not yet big enough in
india to become a full time income source for an average streamer. Consequently most of the streamers
are actually schoolkids, working professionals with little time. A feature whichhelps them to improve their
suscriber base without increasing time required is likely to be appreciated and will keep them on the
platform.

Viewers often browse channels of different creators, but nobody has the time to look through 4 hours of
content, with the hope that they may find something. If we can offer the viewer a chance to see the best
moments from past streams they are more likely to subscribe and increase the Engagement metrics.
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5.3. LET CREATORS SUGGEST CHANNELS TO WATCH WHILE THEY ARE AWAY.

What is it?
A section on the creators landing page, which says “ I am away, but check out these channels while I am
gone”. The Creators can add links of channels that have similar content, their friends, people they are
trying to promote or collaborate with.

When viewer visits the landing page of a creator who is away, they are greeted with this section which
shows the subset of those recommended channels which are live.

Why build this?
Streaming is a live activity, viewers like to go to streaming channels that are live, unlike a youtube
channel where people go for content regardless of whether there is a livestream or not.

It is obvious that the creator cannot be live all the time. This feature would help the viewers discover
other channels that are similar in content to what they are looking for in a very frictionless way.

On the Creators side, this would help the creators to collaborate better with each other, maybe play
co-op or multiplayer with each other. Overall this is very good for the creator side of things as they get
many more opportunities to collaborate and build networks with other streamers.

5.4. SOCIAL FEATURES FOR USERS

What is it?
Let users communicate with each other via DMs. Allow users to add others as friends and DM one
another.

Why build this
Once again the most compelling reason to consider this feature is the fact that streaming is a different
kind of activity. Its like a big bunch of people huddled around one person who is playing a game. The
experience is not only the shared experience of the game, the interaction by the creator by also between
regulars on the stream with each other.

Enabling Social features for the users will give people a reason to keep coming back to the app, as they
see their regular friends join as well. This is likely to improve retention and usage metrics of the app.

Why Not build this/ Risks
It is VERY difficult to moderate chats especially P2P chats. Since these apps are often used by minors,
any untoward incident involving a minor will result in a PR nightmare, may invite regulatory action and
will negate any gains.

Until we are confident that the P2P moderation problem can be solved, this idea should be approached
cautiously.

5.5. EXPLORE NEW CATEGORIES OF STREAMING

What is it?
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Currently gaming is the only category of streaming that is being pursued. It doesnt have to be that way.
Streaming is something that can be done in a variety of settings, its just something that has its genesis in
gaming for various reasons.

Why build this?
Companies like twitch have had a lot of success with other categories of streaming like Music, cooking,
conversation, even activities like woodworking.

Even in the Indian context, there is a lot of potential in categories such as music and cooking. Further
User studies would need to be conducted.

A prerequisite for attempting this would be to first improve discoverability on the platform such the
content is more organised, more easily discoverable by viewers and recommendations are more
accurate.

Also it is pertinent to think of the example of youtube here. Documentaries are avaiable on Curiosity
stream and other channels, music is available on spotify, Tutorials are also present elsewhere on the
internet, Why do people come to youtube even for these categories? Its because Youtube has everything
else as well. I may be watching A music video, but then i may want to watch the news, then I may want
to know why X country is attacking Y and so as a user I would stay on Youtube.

Similarly in the case of streaming, there may be a cross section of interests that transcend gaming.
Someone may be interested in dance, but may also enjoy PUBG. If she gets both, she may be more
likely to stay on the rooter platform.

5.6. ALLOW USERS TO FINE TUNE THE CHANNELS THEY SEE THROUGH RECOMMENDATIONS

What is it?

Allow users to tell the rooter app, if they find a suggestion useful or not. And tune the future
recommendations on the basis of that response.

Why build this?
The recommendations as they exist right now are not that meaningful or accurate beyond language. This
could possibly be due to relatively less content being present on the platform.

There is currently no way to let the app know if a recommendation is relevant or not. Relevant and
accurate recommendations are vital to ensuring that a viewer stays on the app for a long time, and is a
crucial component of content discoverability.

5.7. REDUCE FRICTION FOR VIEWERS TO SEE THEIR FOLLOWED CHANNELS.

What is it?
Followed channels to be displayed on the landing page, with live channels prioritized on top and offline
channels below that.
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Currently a user has to go to Their own profile, then click on followed, to see which channels they are
following. In that list they can select one channel, but that list doesn’t give any indication about whether
that channel is live or not.

Why build this?
As mentioned previously in this document, Viewers of live streams generally have more affinity with the
creators than viewers of content on youtube. As such there are a few favourites for which viewers keep
returning to the platform.

The present approach is focused on treating viewers as content category consumers, rather than creator
specific consumers. While that may be true in the short term when the creator side of the ecosystem is
slowly building up, its likely to quickly change into a situation where viewers stay on the platform for a
particular stream.

Even if the recommended channels need to be kept on top of the landing page, the followed channels
shouldn’t be hidden behind this much friction. They can be added further down but on the landing page.

5.8. ONE CLICK BUTTONS FOR STREAMERS TO ADD LAST 30 TO 60 SECONDS OF PLAY AS A
HIGHLIGHT

What is it?
Creators can click a single button to quickly record the last N seconds of play and save it as a separate
clip on their channel.
They can then choose to tag and display that in a particular category of clips on their page. Eg
learning/tips and tricks.

Why build this?
One prominent viewer behaviour around streaming is that people watch pro players to learn from their
play style. But they end up going to youtube to search for the best techniques and plays since those
videos are shorter and focused.

This is a feature on the app that allows a creator to quickly mark out content, without sacrificing their
performance in the middle of the game. This could potentially also be applied to other tags beyond
learning without much additional effort.

For the viewers it gives them the benefit of having a constant stream of tips and learning content from
their favourite streamers without having to go look for it.
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6. PRIORITIZATION

The Ideas Presented here can be scored on the RICE Framework. Rated on a scale of 1-5, Highest
being 5

Formula = (R+I+C)/E

SN Idea Reach Impact Confidence Effort RICE
Score

1 Detailed Profile Page options 4 2 1 1 7.00

8 One click buttons for recording
last N seconds of play 5 4 4 2 6.50

7 Reduce Friction for users to
see their followed Channels. 5 3 3 2 5.50

3 Creator suggested channels 4 3 2 2 4.50

2 Automated 30 Second
highlights of streams 5 4 4 3 4.33

5 New Categories of Streaming 3 3 2 2 4.00

6 Allow Users to fine tune
recommendations 4 4 3 3 3.67

4 Social Features for Users 4 3 2 4 2.25
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Presented By Prateek Jain

Thanks For Reading

END OF DOCUMENT
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